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INTRODUCTION

emember the good old days, when post-apocalyptic
adventures were full of super-science, robots that
were there to be mastered, and the finale of every
underground adventure was setting the fusion power plant
to overload? Those days are back. Mutant Crawl Classics
adventures take place in an ambiguous time period after
a great disaster has ravaged the world, and it’s up to your
neolithic mutant tribesmen to go out into the hot house
jungles and radioactive deserts of Terra A.D. (After Disaster) and collect the artifacts of the Ancient Ones in order to
attain great personal power and savage glory.
This adventure is designed for 18 to 24 0-level characters.
Each player should have 3-4 characters, as it is expected
that less than half of the party will survive.
Completing this adventure will advance the survivors to
1st level. Additionally, since the characters are assumed to
be young adults undergoing their Rite of Passage, it should
supply plenty of the artifacts needed for the PCs to bring
home and become respected adult members of their tribe,
and perhaps be even be assigned to a Seeker team. For
more information on 0-level MCC characters and level advancement, see Chapter One of the Mutant Crawl Classics
RPG core rulebook.
Many artifacts are placed throughout the installation and
the anthill built atop it. The artifacts themselves can be a
significant source of danger to 0-level characters. New
players may need encouragement to spend Luck on Artifact checks or devise other tactics to minimize this risk.
Having left their village for their Rite of Passage, the PCs
awaken in the midst of a pitched underground battle, only
to discover that they have been abducted and enslaved by
semi-sentient ant-men. Trapped in this hellish anthill, they
must find a way to escape, to acquire artifacts, and to foil
the schemes of the Overmind AI that controls the ant-men.
If they fail, they die—and the Overmind’s ant army will
inevitably spread further, enslaving their home village and
perhaps even the world of Terra A.D. itself.

BACKGROUND
In the hothouse jungle homeland of the PCs, their tribe has
only ever encountered a few examples of “devils”—megafauna arthropods capable of reaching the southern areas of
the continent by rare flight over or tunneling beneath the
great radiation barrier that otherwise prevents migration
from the northern third of the continent. It is within this
radiation barrier that an insect revolution occurred thousands of years ago—one that spawned gigantic and mutated insect species of many types.
The mutant ant-men of the northern region have lived and
built for generations in relative harmony with their tropical
environment, never passing into the southern lands until
quite recently.
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That all changed when their latest anthill, built on the site of
an ancient threat-monitoring installation called CommandD, unintentionally reactivated a long-dormant military AI
called the Overmind.
Unable to understand the transformed world of Terra A.D.,
the Overmind nevertheless clung to its mission. Its original
ancient masters having disappeared, the Overmind cast
about for new “people” to serve and finally seized upon the
ant-men as the inheritors of its military capabilities and expertise. Regarding the relentless ant species as evolutionary
perfection, the Overmind cybernetically bonded with the
ants’ queen and began to spread their kind over the North,
determined to transform all of Terra A.D. into one great ant
colony—a plan that includes turning all other sentient creatures into mindless slaves in the service of the Overmind.
However, one of the installation’s androids, the Speculatron, violently disagreed with the Overmind’s plan and
(unsuccessfully) led a faction of androids against it. After
this conflict, the Speculatron was captured and contained
on the lower level, where he still waits brooding.
The PCs are young tribe members who were sent north on
their Rite of Passage. Unfortunately, they weren’t able to
locate any artifacts in their usual locales and decided to
journey further north than is customary. There, they encountered the Overmind’s ant army and were promptly
captured, drugged, and transported to the anthill. The PCs
are enslaved via the ants’ saliva—once this is spit in the
faces of a victim, the victim is subject to the Hive Intelligence mutation possessed by the ant-men (see MCC RPG
core rulebook, p. 181). The PCs have been working as hive
slaves for several days when the starting events awaken
them from their stupor.
As the entrance to the hill is 600’ off the ground and sheer
on all sides (including upward), it is nearly impossible to
exit the anthill without the aid of a flying creature or the
Digger in area B-7.
Random Encounters: The ant-men drones are constantly
out and about searching for troublemakers, while the workers are on various missions to move food to the queen. Every turn, roll 1d6 to see if there are any random encounters.
The judge should keep in mind that the ant-men have poor
vision and hearing, sensing through their antennae and
through the hive mind. Clever PCs may find many ways to
use this against them.

Hive Random Encounters
d6
1
2
3-6

Result
2 ant-men drones discover the PCs
(see area A-1 for stats).
6 ant-men workers discover the PCs
(see area A-1 for stats).
No ant-men are encountered.

